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Organist William Porter at First Lutheran, Lorain (September 25)

By Daniel Hathaway

All organs are different, but some are more 
different than others. When Oberlin organ 
professor David Boe convinced the authorities 
at First Lutheran Church in Lorain to 
commission an instrument in 1967 from an 
up-and-coming Ohio organbuilder named 
John Brombaugh, he lit a fire which is still 
burning brightly at 603 Washington Avenue 
and soon ignited other blazes in the American 
organ world.

The Brombaugh instrument, dedicated on 
June 21, 1970, has recently been recognized 
by the Organ Historical Society as “an 

instrument of exceptional historic merit”, and the church marked that occasion by 
sponsoring a recital by former Oberlin organ professor William Porter last Sunday 
afternoon, September 25. Porter played one of the three dedicatory recitals for the 
instrument forty-one years ago, filled in for Boe during a sabbatical in 1974, and has long 
been a proponent of the style of organbuilding the Brombaugh represents and which has 
had such a strong influence on the craft.

What makes this organ so special? Brombaugh’s encounters with very old organs in 
Northwest Germany and the Netherlands convinced him that techniques their builders 
had developed were responsible for the attractiveness of their sound and made them 
essential for performing the repertory of the 17th and early 18th centuries. Their metal 
pipes, made of special alloys, were hand-planed or hammered before being formed into 
tubes, then their speech was adjusted to imitate the human voice, the wind was provided 



by wedge bellows that allowed some flexibility in the air stream, the organs were housed 
in resonant, solid-wood cases, the action that connected keys to pipes was direct and 
mechanical, and a variety of non-equal tuning systems were employed.

Contrast that to most American organs of the twentieth century, whose unseen pipes 
lurked in chambers, connected to remote keyboards by electro-pneumatic action, sitting 
on a rock-solid wind supplies and tuned in equal temperament, and you begin to get a 
sense of the differences.

After his experiment in Lorain, Brombaugh continued to explore various historical 
techniques, eventually moving to Eugene, Oregon, and completing 66 organs before 
turning out his final instrument in 2005.

The Lorain instrument still sounds fresh, vital and 
surprising after four decades. William Porter (left), who 
now teaches at Eastman and McGill, chose to show it off 
to a good-sized audience with music by Paul Hindemith 
and J.S. Bach, as well as with an improvisation on a 
Lutheran chorale for which the audience turned into a 
congregation — thus demonstrating the most important 
role those organs originally had to play in northern 
churches.

In many ways, the last part of the program proved most 
successful. David Boe having chosen Johann Mentzler’s 
1738 chorale, O daß ich tausend Zungen hätte (O that I 

had a thousand voices) for the improvisation, Porter talked the congregation through his 
intended scenario: everyone would (lustily) sing all five verses, but the recitalist would 
play “something” after the first, “something different” after the third, and a fugue with the 
tune in the pedal after the fifth.

Quite a number of organists as well as incumbent Lutherans being in the pews, the 
singing was strong, and Porter supported it with a full organ registration that enveloped 
the congregation in sound that was both bright and warm . He concocted a lovely, typical 
chorale prelude for the first improvisation with the tune in the tenor and an attractive 
counter melody in the soprano. After the third, he surprised us with a bluesy arioso full of 
lounge piano chords, and at the end, he built a sturdy fugue out of various phrases of the 



chorale, with the tune itself in long notes in the pedal. While his techniques may have 
been somewhat formulaic and adaptable to any melodic material, the results were 
impressive. Just try to do this if you think it’s easy!

The re-creation of historical organs has also led to the recovery of historic ways of 
playing them. William Porter has long been in the forefront of this movement, which 
includes stressing important notes and suppressing less important ones by lengthening or 
shortening their duration within a bar. Since organists are people who make music by 
opening and closing valves, this is one of the few ways they have to make a phrase sing.

Depending on how one applies it, that technique sometimes works better than others. In 
Hindemith’s Sonata I, which opened the program, Porter’s treatment made the piece 
sound episodic, its long flowing lines interrupted to admire details. In the first of two 
settings by Bach of Allein Gott in der Höh sei Ehr, where the nicely buzzy Dulcian stop 
sang the tune, an overly-mannered application of that technique made the piece sound 
plodding and tentative, as though the recitalist was feeling his way through a dark room. 
By contrast, the second setting of the same chorale, a peppy trio on unison principal stops 
was charmingly played. Bach’s Prelude and Fugue in A was also registered with principal 
stops, this time at unison and octave pitches. While Porter’s use of the instrument stressed 
its lovely foundation stops and full chorus combinations, some of the instrument’s other 
colors went unexplored.

Before the improvisation, Porter ended his formal program with a thrilling and 
contrapuntally transparent performance of Bach’s Toccata and Fugue in F, masterfully 
nailing the pedal solos and expertly navigating the tangly trios in the Toccata. 

Brian Wentzel is now in charge of the music at First Lutheran and presented the OHS 
certificate to Pastor Jimmy Madsen during the recital. It was a fine thing to have the 
church’s retired music director, David Boe, and one of its original recitalists, William 
Porter, on hand to mark the organ’s 41st anniversary and its formal declaration as  “an 
instrument of exceptional historic merit”. Everyone should be proud. 
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